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Trans as Bodily Becoming: Rethinking
the Biological as Diversity, Not

Dichotomy
RIKI LANE

Feminist and trans theory challenges "the" binary sex/gender system, but can create a

new binary opposition of subversive transgender versus conservative transsexual. This
paper aims to shift debate concerning bodies as authentic/real versus constructed/mut

able, arguing that such debate establishes a false dichotomy that may be overcome by
reappraising scientific understandings of sex/gender. Much recent biology and neurol

ogy stresses nonlinearity, contingency, self-organization, and open-endedness.
Engaging with this research offers ways around apparently interminable theoretical
impasses.

This ... is perhaps the most controversial issue in sex and
gender theory. Is the basis of gender identity essential and
biologically based or is it socially constructed? (Whittle 2006,

xiii)

Trans1 and most feminist scholarship rarely engages with the details of the bi

ological body.2 Although biological essentialism versus social constructionism
has been posed as a central debate in feminism and in trans studies, such as in
the Transgender Studies Reader (TSR) (Whittle 2006), few contributions to this

major collection address that binary. Yet an apparent polarization between
"queer/transgender" and "people of transsexual origins" activists tends to create

a binary between "subversive transgender" and "conservative transsexual"
identities (Namaste 2000; Serano 2007), which raises political and theoretical
questions about the status of embodiment in understanding trans and gender as

social, but also material, phenomena. This paper argues that the conceptual
and political dividing line now less concerns nurture against nature than sup
Hypatia vol. 24, no. 3 (Summer, 2009) (C by Hypatia, Inc.
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port for diversity against dichotomy. By we
ries of gender by "gender outlaws," and accep

gender identity being constantly marked as
tify-trans, transgender, of transsexual origi
movement as an alliance for "making the wo

genders and sexualities" (Serano 2007, 358

gender in general and trans in particular, su
tionism and subversive versus conservative
bodies as authentic/real versus bodies as cons
dichotomy. Reappraising biological and neur
can help overcome this dichotomy. This pape
a biological role in gender development need
be rejected out of hand, especially when they
self-organization, open-endedness, and becom

ology as open-ended and creative support

gender diversity as a continuum, rather tha
ture" throws up all this diversity and society
argument, the paper first examines debates

trans and gender binaries; second, it outlines
to transcend essentialist/constructionist bin

reading of biological science as open-ended an

offers a re-reading of recent neurological wo
FEMINIST AND TRANS DEBATES

Does social construction equal socialization th
sees biological explanations of gender as legi
public life and as justifying male dominance.
sociocultural product. Rejecting biological de
any mention of the biological body being se
feminist researchers to ignore the details o

biological science (Birke 2000, 29-34). The

tically taken up in the 1970s often meant tha

as "our" field. Positivist scientists often mista

analysis with socialization theory about g

Kessler 2000, 69). Feminist analysis makes th
rejects any biological role in gender. Althou
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turally accepted as valid knowledge in an
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the culture-wide obsession with genetic det
just ignored. Moreover, there is a strategic u
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battles against psychiatric dominance-for e
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transsexual and transgender categories and r
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sciousness" and avoids the danger of ignori

sexual narratives" (Rubin 2003, 18).

As a social-constructionist focus on cultur
the lived body, treating the sexed body as
2000, 34), theorists sought new theoretic
centrates on the materialization of the sexed
restricted to the surfaces of the body, wher
(Cheah 1996). While the two sides of the na
each other's limit, Butler still emphasizes th
sex compared with the flexibility of gende

rialities and how they develop in lived

unintelligible and are abandoned to the biol
into the biological detail in Volatile Bodies
ence and "corporeal flows" of sexed bodies.

and language exist at all must, in some broa
biology" (Grosz in Wilson 1999, 7) is eminen

ological background, yet seems startling co
structuralist tradition. It envisages a corpo
happily complicit with biological explanatio
that the material body and its representati
suggesting a bi-directional causality betwee
ever, the stress remains on the strategic val
the relative fixity of the materiality of th
nantly theorized as constraint on the social,
the re-emergence of the passive-biologicalorizing the interimplication of nature and
from the body as biological or social toward

body demonstrates the limitations of th

come to grips with the biological body, fem
ideas of the body as constraining, fixed, an
becoming" as a dynamic, transformative pro

recent work develops along this path as
(Grosz 2004, 2005).

Feminist studies of science combine an und

cultural activity and of the intractability of
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stories (Haraway 1991, 183-202). The proble
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lenges to relations of domination. Where fe
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to engage with the biological body in detail n

done (Keane and Rosengarten 2002).

Judith Butler's "Doing Justice to Someone"
wrong when engaging with biological discou
boy reassigned as a girl after a botched circum
Money used this tragic story to support the t
birth (Butler 2006), then that Diamond used
tity to support the theory that gender ident
185-86). However, she badly misrepresents D
assign XY children with a small or absent pe
still supporting early surgical intervention. T
is a prominent advocate opposing interventi

appears to have been a victim of disciplinary

ological articles: Diamond and Sigmundson
45-77. Yet Fausto-Sterling states: "Diamon

digms-above all postponing immediate and ir
Does Butler's misreading matter? It doesn't

ing David Reimer's story as other than ev
biologically determined. Instead, she read

pected, offering the possibility of being lov
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David Reimer's tragic story now has mythic s
nurture and gender. Since Butler is extremely
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treat her reading as authoritative, seeing Di
determinist.8 Diamond is, in fact, an importa
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transsexual people, saying they represent he
The errors undermine an important part of B
the presence of the phallus is the essential m
mond it is the Y chromosome. She points to o

construction and genetics than those offered
normative gender" (Butler 2006, 188). Indeed

gues against normative gender binaries; he se
of gender, sex, and sexuality as "natural" pr
text and that people should be able to live in

(Diamond 2006).1o

READING BIOLOGY AS CREATIVE OF DI
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sex and gender.11 For example, when study
and honors level, I was taught that chanc

evolution; that the effects of genetic mutati

genes, environment, and so on; that gene-e
universal. Genetics lecturers carefully refut
of human behavior, while some behavioral

tive about genetic determinism. Continu

biologists include: affirming or repressing
the "subversive philosophical shift" (200) fr
to ecology writing the specification and ge
(201); the idea of the "master gene" setting

the idea of "committees of genes" under

paradigm is strong in analysis of complex s

fields of theory in recent decades, such
(Oyama 1985; Fausto-Sterling 2000, 25-27

ear dynamics.12 "In complex systems 'the w

parts.' What is more these systems possess t

tion, and self-organization" (Bonchev and R

of biological systems that integrate dozens o
imitations of reality that represent at best

processes in which stochasticity, contingen

versity of possible outcomes" (Levin et a

models of stasis or constant growth or decl
cyclical change or of chaotic development.
namic, and contingent understanding of bi
passed by many social analysts. Trans studi
path of feminist studies of science that have
and trans studies can learn from and provi
butions toward developing the new paradig
Both Bagemihl's Biological Exuberance (199

Rainbow (2004) provide examinations of s

and nonhuman animals that are underutilized

refiguring of the sex-as-fixed/gender-as-mu

biology is wildly excessive and wasteful, wit

the seams. Biodiversity increases the vitality

tem. The "capacity for behavioral plastic

strengthen the ability of a species to respon

(Bagemihl 1999, 251). Ideas of adaptive, f
sex and gender and pathological, nonadap

replaced by a heterogeneous continuum. Th
ual, nonreproductive heterosexual, transsex
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activity
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evol
adapt

of the species. She attacks Darwin's
and ardent males" as of limited rel
is a chaotic, nonlinear process that
stable combinations of sexed bodies
2004, 177).13 Highly critical of evolut
rather than evidence and for naturali
also criticizes sociologists who "violat
not taking "transgendered people at

endered (or transsexual in my usage) i
evolution throw up a rainbow of dive

small categories of gender and sex
colors than society has categories."
that "society produces difference a

same" (396).
In these approaches biology produces sex and gender diversity in processes
that are nonlinear, chaotic, dynamic, and indeterminate. This paradigm un

dermines the determinism of sociobiology and evolutionary psychology,
offering rich resources for feminist and trans analysis. Heteronormative and

sexist assumptions in biological science have hidden animal sex and gender
variance-similar to the human "hidden history" uncovered by gay, lesbian,
and trans historians. Rather than a fundamental split between humans and an
imals, nature and culture, we see continuity: animals with culture; humans who
are natural, biological beings. Biology is no longer figured as constraint, but as
capacity. Nature is active and dynamic, and in Grosz's words "culture is the gift
of nature." Nature does not limit culture-it provokes and incites it by posing

problems and questions that are addressed in a multitude of variations (Grosz

2005, 47-49).
RE-READING BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON TRANS

There is no generally agreed etiological paradigm for trans. Currently the most
influential is the "brain-sex" theory for a gender identity network in the brain

(Zhou et al. 1995; Reed 2006). Hybrid theories are most common-biological
predispositions of some kind interact with triggers in infancy, puberty, and
adulthood in the context of culturally specific available identity possibilities for

cross-gender expression. The views of trans women biologists Serano and
Roughgarden, trans man sociologist Devor, and trans positive sexologist Dia
mond seem broadly compatible here. Developmental psychology approaches
don't have to be counterposed to some level of biological predisposition. What
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is considered is how people with particula
tially, brains) achieve gender in a particul
is most intense in the first few years after

rapidly growing and forming permanen
While there "may be a biological basis for
ple" (Devor 1997, 66), there must be multi

that the best guess is that "transsexuality e

diversity" (67). Like many trans people,
brain-sex hypothesis, because it best ex
2007, 81). However, she draws on her w
biological and social influences can't be
any research supporting a purely biolog

than science" (325). Instead, biology produ
behaviors that is compatible with gender

cognitive lens-who the baby focuses on

identity, and of gender variance generally
mindedness in the selection of the tutor's
pends both on brain state and early post-n
counterpart to some of the sex and gende
garden asks, "Why do some people find us

connection is evident?" (Roughgarden 2

the interaction of the biological and the so

diversity.
Neurology Professor Dick Swaab's lab in Amsterdam has produced the most
cited pieces of research for a neurological basis for transsexuality. These two
papers on a part of the hypothalamus (BSTc) (Zhou et al. 1995; Kruijver et al.
2000) rely on only six to eight trans people and have not been replicated.
Based on a larger sample of nontrans people they are convincing in showing a
strong sexual dimorphism-adult men have a BSTc that is 30-40% larger

and has more neurons than adult women, with only a small overlap.
They showed a strong sex-reversed pattern for trans people. However, the
researchers were surprised to find that the sex difference in the BSTc does
not occur until after puberty, which they acknowledge leaves open the possi
bility that it is gender-identity formation that determines BSTc development

rather than vice versa (Chung, De Vries, and Swaab 2002). Despite this
lack of a clear direction of causation, some activists use this research to
argue that they have a medical condition (an intersex brain) rather than a psy
chiatric condition. This legitimates changes in treatment and status: away from

mental illness; public or private insurance coverage for treatment; and
legal gender change. This deployment of the essentialist argument can be
quite problematic politically, as it feeds into the transgender/transsexual di
chotomy. These activists sometimes use it in a binary way-those who go the
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homozygotic ("identical") twins are n
der identity-at most half the homozy
gay or trans.
There is a gross morphological difference already at the moment
of birth, which means that the genetic information is only a
small part of the information which leads to the structure of the

brain. (Swaab 2007)
This response locates the cause of sexual orientation or gender identity in
brain structure, but that structure is itself a product of a socially influenced
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development process. This neuronal plasti
previously thought, for example in the rap
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about a simple biological cause for transse
logical development is both a cause and an
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tion, gender expression, and role-we
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the complex interactions of biology, neuro
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ser 1998, 78-85) is important for under

absolute need to change the body. The bod
tion of the body for the subject. There c
image and the corporeal body-but it is th
world. This split exists for many transsexu
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ment surgery (GRS)-30%-than men

due to cancer 60%. An astonishing 60%
prior to GRS and only 10% report a p
30% of women after mastectomy for b
strong evidence for an innate, geneti
wired" brain basis for both sexed body
literally a "man's brain in a woman's
Swaab, Ramachandran argues that tra
the natural range of human gender var

gender-variant people against patholog

study somewhat differently-as eviden
which biological factors certainly play

ties. Criticisms can be made of the
framework-for example, sample siz

different from penile or breast ampu

the perspective of gender diversity

gender-variant people-experience phan

correspondence from a gender-disso
research provides valuable potential g

that respects the lived experience of t

CONCLUSION
Much feminist and trans theory that identifies social-constructionist analysis of
gender with socialization theory rejects biological arguments around gender

development as essentialist and thus necessarily reactionary. This leads to
establishing a false dichotomy of subversive transgender and conservative
transsexual, which exhibits two flawed faces-one that valorizes the gender
outlaws at the expense of those who get on with their lives; and the other
that restricts legal rights to those who irreversibly change their bodies.
Feminist theorists such as Haraway, Grosz, and Hird provide new conceptual
strategies that undermine dualist conceptions of nature/culture and materiality/
construction. Engaging with "new materialist" biology, with its stress on non

linearity, contingency, diversity, and open-endedness, allows an understanding
of gender development as an intertwined biological and social process of trans

formation. This opens the way to understanding trans differently-seeing
all gender variance as a healthy part of human variation, not as pathology or

disorder.
Re-reading biological research on trans can mean seeing the drive to alter
the sexed body as having a clear neurological correlate that is not dichotomous,
but diverse. Such a framework can contribute to a trans politics as an alliance
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for social and legal recognition for all gen
inadequacies in theorization of the body.

Notes

For comments on drafts I would like to than
especially Kerreen Reiger?without whose inde
tional support I could not have completed this

1. This article generally uses: "transgender" f

female categories; "transsexual" for an identity

tion; "trans" as an umbrella term; "trans woman

who lives as a woman; and "trans man" to refer

lives as a man. These terms are often disputed

identify as transgender modify their bodies an

who identify as "with transsexualism" follow

whole history and reject the privilege of passin

2. Exceptions include specific discussion of b

inist biologists such as Rogers (1999) or Faus
science such as Bleier (1984), Wijngaard (199
discussions of reproduction (O'Brien 1981).

3. The argument in the paper accords with f

studies for a Ph.D. thesis, although interview data

stage.
4. Theories about maternal influence ( S toller 1966), circulating hormone levels,
H-Y antigen, and LH feedback mechanisms have all been discredited by subsequent ev

idence (Gooren 2006).
5. Rachael Wallbank is much more nuanced than the HBS people. In an inter
view and subsequent email she said:
Transgender, as a form of gender expression, also probably has a bio
logical basis; evidenced by people undertaking trans/pan/queer gender
expression against predominant self-interest. However, I still distin
guish the predicament of diverse (trans/pan/queer) gender expression
from transsexualism and some other predicaments of diverse sexual

formation where Sex Affirmation Treatment, including genital re
assignment surgery, is a medical necessity, on the bases of their signifi

cantly different health, medical, legal and human rights implications. I
maintain that the cultural and legal protection of this kind of diverse
gender expression is best managed by universal anti-discrimination law
protecting all who express diverse forms of gender expression, inclusive

of trans/pan/queer gender expression, from discrimination and abuse.
There are inherent legal and cultural difficulties in recognising trans
gender expression?for example a male who contentedly retains his

functioning male body (inclusive of penis and testes) but lives socially
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302)
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Butler and summarized his view of gender dev

predispositions interacting with experience (

8. Butler revised the original GLQ article

without altering her depiction of Diamond. Th
could have included a footnote correcting the

9. On my reading, Butler and Diamond hav
practical issues of legal gender change; remov

insurance; organizing against transphobic viole

10. He reproached Germaine Greer for say
tivity Syndrome women are not women: "Ed
slow to recognize that there are common me
away from the typical male and female" (Dia
mosomes, but their bodies cannot respond to
genitalia. They almost always develop an unam

11. Much psychological research into sex and
of it, retains unidirectional causality from g

behaviors, with environment only a modifie
2005; Brizendine 2006. Unidirectionality is ch

structures are shaped by experience throughou

is little research on how experience affects bra

and gender. Perhaps it is harder to design te

brain structure than vice versa?but doing so is

prenatal hormonal causation of sex, gender, an

12. For an accessible introduction see http
(accessed February 5, 2009).
13. Roughgarden sharply differs here from

underpinning irreducible sexual difference

proach earlier led her to argue that trans wom

a woman (Grosz 1994, 207).

14. Wallbank argued this way in a legal ca
transsexual people to marry?if they have had

ment (Wallbank 2004).

15. This research has not been fiercely de

literature as was Simon LeVay's similar rese

1991).
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